This study demonstrates and applies a social network methodology for studying the dynamics of hierarchies in organizations. Social network (blockmodel) analysis of verbal networks in four hospitals contrasted hierarchical and structurally equivalent partitions of the sociomatrices of frequent ties and perceptions of organizational culture. It was found that the verbal networks in these organizations follow a center periphery pattern rather than a hierarchical logic and that perceptions of culture vary more by verbal network than by formal hierarchy. The perceptions of culture of central groups in one organization are much like those of peripheral groups in another. In all four hospitals, structurally equivalent social networks are more important in predicting subcultures than are hierarchical groupings and hierarchy has a limited impact on the development of verbal networks. These findings suggest the value of an amoeba rather than a pyramid metaphor in interpreting the cultures and relational structures of organizations.
The classical organizational hierarchy assigns a number of subordinates to a superior who in turn is one of a number of subordinates reporting to a superior. This pattern repeats itself until one person or body with ultimate responsibility for the entire organization is reached (Weber, 1968) . In the most extreme conceptualizations, contacts between subordinates are either prohibited or officially ignored such that coordination or dispute resolution is effected through the convergence of the appeals of separate subordinates to common superiors (Bennis, 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Nickerson and Zenger, 2004) .
Both the accuracy of hierarchy as a description of real organizations and its merit as a prescriptive model have been debated over the years -usually as a component of polemics about the vices of bureaucracy. (Barnard, 1938; Blau and Scott, 1962; Brafman and Beckstrom, 2006; Brinkerhof, 1972; Burt, 1992 Burt, , 1994 Carzo and Yanouzas, 1967; Cloi, Leiter and Dever, 2008; Ehlin, 1995; Jaques, 1976; Klein, 2010; Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993; Leibenstein, 1987; Nickerson and Zenger, 2004; Perrow, 1979; Peter and Hull, 1969; Rosengren, 1964; Simpson, 1969; Thayre, 1973) . A variety of schemes have been advanced to blunt hierarchy's effects and cure its presumed dysfunctions (Klein, 2010; Lawler, 1988) . Delayering reduces the number of levels in the hierarchy (Peters, 1987) . Matrix organizations dilute it into dual structures.
Clans reduce its authoritarian and intrusive nature through the development of perhaps equally intrusive cultures (Ouchi, 1980; Ouchi and Jaeger, 1978) . Autonomous work teams replace the hierarchy's lower terminus with "facilitators" (Katzenbach and Smith, 1993; Regans, 2003; Romme 1996) . Decentralization, participative management, or empowerment, depending on which rubric is fashionable at the time, have sought to make it irrelevant. Worker councils and "double linking" seek to subject it to formal oversight by lower levels (Romme, 1996) . Collectivist organizations (Brafman and Beckstrom, 2006; Rothschild-Witt, 1979 ) have sought to eliminate its decision making prerogatives altogether.
Despite much debate and considerable passion about the merits of and alternatives to hierarchy, relatively little comparable, systematic research into the actual workings of hierarchies has been undertaken (Probably the most notable and neglected work is that of Jaques (1976) . Although no one would argue that managerial authority is irrelevant to the workings of organizations, it is equally unlikely that anyone believes that formal authority relations embodied in the chain of command are the only forces at work. It is not a recent observation that employees sometimes violate hierarchy by bypassing their immediate supervisor (Bernard, 1938) . It is also axiomatic that informal arrangements frequently belie the orderly vision of a formal chain of command (Klein, 2010; Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993; Perrow, 1979) . It is equally accepted that formal position in the hierarchy is not necessarily a good indicator of power in an organization (Crozier, 1964; Lawler, 1988) . Nevertheless, systematic inquiry into the functioning of organizational hierarchies is curiously rare. Studies tend to be either large sample analyses of formal dimensions of organizations or case studies with rich detail but little comparative orientation. Without systematic research on hierarchies in action, there is little to guide descriptive or normative debate except general agreement that neither extreme is an accurate depiction of organizations.
This paper demonstrates a social network methodology for analyzing organizational hierarchies and ponders the theoretical significance of the results obtained. The data are
Blockmodel analysis of hierarchies
Social network analysis attempts to draw a mathematical map of relations between actors and to identify patterns of interaction (Kilduff and Tsai, 2003; Nelson and Hsu, 2005; PerrySmith, 2006; Regans, 2003) . This is particularly appropriate for the study of organizational hierarchies because the hierarchical chain of command is a recognizable pattern of relations between actors that can be expressed mathematically using a technique called blockmodelling (Burt, 1994; White, Borman and Breiger, 1976; Dorien, Batagelj and Ferligj, 2005) . Paradoxically, network analysts to date have not studied formal hierarchical and mathematically derived permutations of relational data side by side despite the ease and intuitive appeal of doing so. Consider a matrix in which the i,j cell reports the relation of i to j and the j, i cell reports the relation of j to i. Thus, if we ask X, Y, and Z if they like each other, and each person's response becomes one row vector of a matrix, we might get a result like this:
X 0 1 1 Y 1 0 0 Z 1 0 0 (Note that the diagonal is empty)
The above matrix indicates that X likes Y and Z and vice versa, but Y and Z do not like each other. Adapting this matrix to a hierarchy, we might ask X, Y and Z who his/her boss is. A hierarchy would look like this: Expressed verbally-X has no boss, X is Y's boss, and Y is Z's boss. Such a notational system permits us to study the operation of hierarchies more closely than traditional methods by asking members of the organization about different aspects of their relations with one another. In this study, I focus on frequent (defined as greater than 5 times per week) verbal contacts between employees. Of the many different kinds of contacts that can connect actors (dependency, information exchange, exchange of favors, liking etc.), frequent verbal contact is significant in organizations for a number of reasons. Most important are the psychological and social impact of frequent, face to face contact. Scholar's since Georg Simmell (1955) , and especially George Homans (1950) have noted that relationships become stronger and share more affective content when they are frequent and carried out in real time. Mintzberg (1973) also noted that managers spend most of their time and accomplish most of their work in short verbal encounters. And Mark Granovetter, (1973) who framed the distinction between strong and weak network ties notes that frequency of contact is one of the most important dimensions of a network contact. Thus, a long line of scholars who study human contacts from a variety of perspectives point to frequent face to face contact as belonging to a fundamental and important kind of relationship which is different from a formally mandated organizational tie.
To collect network data, a list of all of the pertinent actors is prepared and each employee reports on his/her relations with everyone on the list. Responses are then set into an NxN matrix which provides a detailed map of the entire social network. Verbal ties that occur on average more than five times per week (once per business day) are coded as 1, others, as 0. Such matrices are usually too large for simple visual inspection, so they must be reduced to manageable proportions. In this study, data reduction is obtained through the generation of density tables. This is best demonstrated with a real example from the study. Below I reproduce the Hierarchical Permutation from Hospital C, found in The entry for Cell 1,1 in the table of raw counts is 6, indicating that the 6 top level managers (including the COO) recognize 6 frequent contacts among themselves. The entry for Cell 1,2 of the table of raw counts is 2, indicating that the 6 top level managers recognize 2 frequent contacts with the second level in the hierarchy. The entry for Cell 2,1 is 4, indicating that the 8 second level managers recognize 4 frequent contacts. In order to control for the number of actors in each hierarchical level, the number of realized contacts is divided by the number of possible contacts, yielding a "density" (Kilduff and Tsai, 2003) . Between the 6 top and 8 second level managers there are 48 contacts possible (6x8). Dividing the number of realized contacts (2) by 48 yields the density of .041, which is the entry for cell 1,2 of the density table. For diagonal cells, possible contacts are calculated by squaring the number of actors minus N to eliminate contacts with oneself. Thus the density for cell 1,1 is 6 divided by 6x6-6 or 32, yielding a density of .187. Even casual study of this table yields some surprises. For instance, the third layer's verbal contact with the top layer is more intense than its contacts with its immediate supervisors in layer 2. One notes also that the second and third layers recognize more contacts with their superiors than do their superiors (4 versus 2 for layer 2 and 11 versus 3 for layer three) but layer three and layer one are similar in their perceptions (9 and 10). It is also interesting that the first and third layers share frequent contacts among themselves while the second hierarchical level entertains no internal contacts.
Another way to partition the verbal network
Assuming (as we will demonstrate in the course of this paper) that partitioning our matrix by formal hierarchy does not yield the clearest possible representation of the overall network, it is desirable to consider also a mechanical clustering of the matrix based not on external criteria like hierarchy, but on the internal logic of the network itself. This makes for easier comparison of network groupings from one organization to another because it does not rely on formal organizational criteria which may vary from one institution to the next, but instead is derived from the data found in the matrix. A traditional principle for clustering matrices in network analysis is "structural equivalence" (Burt, 1992; Regans, 2003; Perry-Smith, 2006) . Actors are structurally equivalent when their individual networks are identical. For instance actors Y and Z in my first example above are structurally equivalent because they like the same persons (Burt, 1992) . Breiger Boorman and Arabie's (1975) Concor algorithm has been most commonly used to identify structurally equivalent network groupings and I use it here to analyze the overall network structure of the four hospitals studied. When Concor is used to partition the sociomatrix of Hospital C, we get a different, and perhaps clearer view of the social network of this hospital's salaried employees. (The number and selection of actors in each Concor group or "block" is determined by the algorithm and not by any formal organizational criterion.) Below I reproduce the Concor partition for Hospital C from table 4. Viewing this partition of the matrix, we see that group (also called a "block") Four contains many internal contacts (cell 4,4=18) in addition to extensive contacts with groups one and two. Block 3 has a high density of internal contacts for its size, and little contact with other groupings. Blocks one and two have few internal ties and few contacts with other blocks, with the exception of block four. Indeed, most of the matrix is empty except for ties within block four and between block four and other blocks. Viewed from this perspective, the social network of Hospital C managers resembles not a hierarchy, but a central clique tied to groupings with little internal contact, excepting group three, which forms a clique unto itself, isolated from all of the other blocks. This pattern is well known in sociology and anthropology as a center periphery (Dorien, Batagelj and Ferligj, 2005; Mardin, 1972; Rowlands and Kristiansen, 1987; Shils, 1975) , but it has been generally ignored in organization studies -probably because of the predominance of hierarchical views of organizations. Almost as revealing as the overall pattern produced by the Concor algorithm is the composition of the four blocks, but a discussion of this feature of the data must await a more detailed description of the research setting and of the hospitals involved.
Hospitals studied
Five private general hospitals of similar size and case intensity were identified within a 50 mile radius. All were invited to participate in the study. Three ultimately contributed data. To add diversity to the study and gather additional data, I later included a community owned hospital of similar size from the same area when the opportunity arose. We gathered information about the history, strengths, weaknesses, and idiosyncrasies of the four hospitals through interviews with the COOs and selected employees of all of the hospitals studied as well as with outside academics and practitioners with a deep comparative knowledge of the regions' health care industry and of the histories and cultures of each hospital. We also studied data on the case intensity, financial performance, and technological sophistication of each institution. Verbal network data were collected by providing each salaried employee with a list of all other salaried employees and asking, among other things, for an estimate of the number of verbal contacts s/he had with each person on the list in an average week. Response rates varied from 55 % for hospital D to over 90% for Hospital C.
While the hospitals studied were similar in size and technology, they varied considerably in management style and history. Hospital A was founded by independent physicians 65 years ago and experienced periods of oscillation between community and private ownership until it was purchased by a large corporation ten years before the study. The current administrator had a military background and made extensive use of bureaucratic controls. Hospital B, by contrast is only 9 years old and was planned and built by a large interstate corporation. Its current administrator has spent considerable energy and money in team building and worker empowerment. Perhaps expressive of its younger age and progressive management style, this hospital had one fewer hierarchical layers than the others -only three for all salaried employees versus four for the others (in all tables in this paper the COO is included with his direct reports).
Hospital C was founded 85 years ago by a charismatic doctor. Although it also was acquired by a major chain in the last decade, its history has been otherwise stable and it is still administered by the founder's son. This hospital retains a much more informal, family atmosphere than the other three. Hospital D is a community owned nonprofit that has been in operation for some 30 years. Local politics have intruded into its operations frequently, and a long tenured administrator was spectacularly dismissed by the board six years ago. His former assistant administrator now heads the hospital.
To summarize: Hospital A: Has vacillated between community and private orientations over a long history. It is currently managed in a bureaucratic style by a retired military officer.
Hospital B: A young hospital that has invested heavily in team building and participative management.
Hospital C: An old hospital founded by a charismatic doctor now administered by his son. Has a long a stable history.
Hospital D: A community hospital with a long and turbulent history.
Analysis of hierarchical partitions
With this background, a narrative of results should be more meaningful and theoretically suggestive. When we view partitions of the four hospitals' verbal networks by hierarchy, we observe a pronounced absence of similarity from one organization to the next. (See table 4 ). Perhaps the most striking and easy to interpret hierarchical partition of the network data is found in Hospital B where there is a pronounced lack of differentiation between levels. (Recall that Hospital B has only three managerial layers and that I combine the COO and direct reed Elliot Nelson subordinates into one group.) There is ample contact between levels, but also substantial density within categories, with the possible exception of the second tier, which is perhaps slightly less cohesive internally than the top tier. Contrast this to the hierarchical permutation for Hospital A which contains a tightly knit top management team (cell 1.1's density is .833) and very little internal contact in the two lower levels (cell 2.2 and 3.3 densities are .137 and .000 respectively!) The third layer of the hierarchy has no frequent minimal internal contact and claims only 2 ties with the other layers. Hospital C has a similarly isolated layer with little internal contact and limited contact with the top, but in this case, it is layer two, not layer three. Interestingly, in Hospital C, layer three entertains fairly robust contact with layer one in a classic display of bypassing. The asymmetries in the matrices are interesting also. The top management layer in Hospital A recognizes only four frequent contacts outside of its own level, and these -consistent with formal hierarchical principles -are all with the adjacent layer two. In contrast, layer two claims to have 13 frequent ties with level one and 11 with level two, far more than either level admits (4 for level one and 2 for level three). A similar disparity in perception occurs for layer three in Hospital C in relation to layer two but not for layer one. Layer three claims 11 frequent ties with layer two, against layer two's claim of 3 frequent ties. Lower status parties tend to overestimate contacts with higher status parties (Breiger, 1976; Nelson 1989 ) and parties alienated from another group tend to underestimate their frequency of ties to others, so these disparities may indicate conflict or inequality in parts of the hierarchies of Hospitals A and C respectively.
Hospital D looks somewhat like Hospital A, with a tightly knit top management team and an isolated and uncohesive third layer, but the ties between the second and first layer are somewhat weaker than in Hospital A, suggesting that top management in Hospital D is generally more isolated than in any of the other hospitals.
These results suggest rather strongly that despite similarities in size and technology of the hospitals, and despite the hierarchical nature of all three, the enactment of hierarchy -at least insofar as frequent verbal contacts enact the hierarchy -varies radically. In no case do the verbal contacts replicate the stair step chain of command portrayed by formal bureaucratic mandates.
Structural equivalence (Concor) partitions
If verbal networks of the formal hierarchy vary considerably from one hospital to the next, the structurally equivalent groupings generated by Concor are all rather similar. We encounter the paradox that the informal organizations of these hospitals are more similar than relations within and between the explicitly mandated hierarchical categories. All four hospitals' structurally equivalent groupings contain a dominant central group with high internal density and strong ties to at least one other block that has little internal cohesion. Compare blocks one and two for the Concor partition of Hospital A to blocks one and two of Hospital B, or to blocks four and one of Hospital C or groups three and two of Hospital D. The numbering of the blocks varies arbitrarily, but the pattern is the same -center periphery. There are additional blocks in all hospitals; Block three in Hospital A, Blocks one and two in Hospital C and block two in Hospital D are all isolates with little internal cohesion and few external contacts. And there are unconnected cliques in blocks three and four of Hospital B and block four of Hospital C. However, a strong central clique strongly connected to a periphery is evident in all four hospitals.
Block composition
Despite these structural similarities, there are fascinating differences in the composition of the blocks from hospital to hospital. The composition of blocks and their interrelations displayed both intriguing similarities and equally intriguing differences. In all four hospitals there was a block containing the administrator and or assistant administrator, the head of medical records, and/or the DRG coordinator and head of the business office. Such a grouping suggests a common functional logic bringing together the administrator with those who generate and evaluate information regarding the hospital's capacity utilization and financial standing. This "capacity utilization" block corresponds to block 1 hospitals A, and B, block 4 in C and block 1 in D (see table 4 ).
Another block found in all four hospitals contains diverse ancillaries and support services including heads of housekeeping, marketing or public relations, purchasing or supplies, physical therapy, radiology, surgical services and the like. These blocks share less in common across organizations and are more diverse internally than the blocks containing the administrator.
This "ancillary" block corresponds to block 2 in hospitals A, B, D, and to block 1 in hospital C. A final category of block contains a preponderance of nursing supervision or heads of units that are nursing intensive like obstetrics, intensive care or surgery. The nursing blocks correspond to block 3 in hospital A, 4 B, and 2 in C and 3 in D. Although the "capacity utilization block" typically contained more top level managers than other blocks, in no case did network groupings conform to the formal hierarchy; all blocks contained personnel from at least two and usually three layers.
Despite the fact that it was possible to identify commonalities in the functional composition of network groupings across the four hospitals, considerable individuality remained. Consider the "capacity utilization" block (block 1) of Hospital B. In addition to containing the administrator, DRG, business office, and medical records heads, this block contained the directors of materials, pharmacy, and food service. Thus, the central block at hospital B contained heads of the units that distribute things -food, medicine, bedclothes, bandages and the like -as opposed to services, throughout the hospital. No such distributors of things are found in the corresponding block of hospital D, and only pharmacy is found in the capacity utilization block of hospital A, and materials in hospital C.
Hospital C was most idiosyncratic of the four in the composition of its blocks. (It is probably not coincidental that hospital C also had the longest independent existence and reed Elliot Nelson most stable history.) In hospitals A, B, and D, most nursing jobs were confined to one or two blocks. Indeed, except for the director and assistant director of nursing at hospital B, virtually all nursing positions at A, B, and D appeared in the second block of the initial 2 block Concor solution. In Hospital C, by contrast, no block has less than four positions with "nurse" in the job title.
In addition to its dispersion of nursing positions throughout the network, hospital C's blockings are generally more diverse and exhibit less functional logic. The "capacity utilization" block for instance contains the PBX supervisor, Head Nurses of Outpatient, Emergency Room, and Supervisor of Housekeeping, in addition to the expected DRG Coordinator, Director of Medical Records, and Assistant Administrator. The administrator per se is found in an isolate block with the manager of Food Services, Chief Occupational Therapy, and key personnel from the hospital's new Addictive Disease Unit. (My research assistants surmised that the Administrator liked to eat and drink a lot.) Block two, which contains the highest proportion of nursing personnel, nonetheless houses five non nursing personnel including the Risk Manager and Chief Lab Technician. (It is probably significant that Hospital C, with the most mixed composition in network groupings, had the most favorable assessment of its organizational culture of all of the hospitals. Unfortunately space does not permit presentation of these analyses here.)
The sole public hospital (D) is comparatively unremarkable in the composition of its blocks; it features clearly identifiable capacity utilization, ancillary, and nursing blocks like the others, with relatively few anomalies. Highly notable however, is the relationship between network structure and block composition. In hospitals A, B, and C, the capacity utilization block is the center, with the highest on-diagonal density and with strong reciprocal ties to the ancillary blocks. The "nursing" blocks are isolated, with few internal ties, except for block 4 of hospital B. In hospital D, however, the capacity utilization and ancillary blocks supply isolates and periphery respectively, and the center is provided by the nursing block.
Without further belaboring the description of network results, several interim conclusions seem appropriate: 1. Structurally equivalent groupings shared more similarities across organizations than the pattern of strong ties obtained from partitions by formal hierarchy. 2. Structurally Equivalent patterns deviated significantly from a classical hierarchical pattern in all cases. 3. Even in organizations of similar size and technology, the composition of center periphery groups is expressive of the historical and cultural idiosyncrasies of the organizations. 4. Although functional and hierarchical regularities are present in structurally equivalent groups, there is ample room for other influences on group composition. 5. It appears that it is possible for the logical central group of an organization to be displaced by a historically peripheral class -witness the dominance of the nursing blocks of hospital D versus the isolation of the capacity utilization block. To summarize:
Hospital A: Block composition is predictable and intuitive: clear Capacity Utilization, Ancillary and Nursing blocks are found. All nursing titles are confined to one block.
Hospital B: The central (capacity utilization) block has a "managers of things" component. Otherwise, block composition is much like others.
Hospital C: Block composition is much less homogenous. Nursing is interspersed throughout blockings. The administrator is located in an isolate block.
Hospital D: Block composition is predictable and intuitive, but the structural relations are inverted; the Nursing block is central, Ancillaries peripheral, and Capacity Utilization is isolated.
Hierarchy, verbal networks and perceptions of culture
The portrait that is emerging thus far is one of organizations that are similar in form yet harbor significant differences as one digs deeper. The addition of cultural data deepens and enriches this emerging gestalt and suggests insights into the relation between structure and culture in organizations.
Culture instrument
This study used the C-VAT Aggregate Value Profile (AVP) to measure organizational culture (Nelson and Gopalan, 2003 ;) The AVP shares much in common with other quantitative approaches (See Alveson, 2002; Martin, 2002; and Rousseau, 1990 on the general merits and demerits of quantitative measures of culture.) The AVP does deviate in some regards however, because its development relied on the sociological and anthropological literature while most quantitative approaches to organizational culture are grounded in the social psychological literature. As a result, the AVP emphasizes more political and status themes than are found in the most of the work on organizational culture (Hawkins, 1984; Mardin, 1972; Rowlands, 1987) . Manipulation, control, status, politics, hard work, and obedience are all themes found in the AVP that do not figure prominently in most measures of organizational culture. Some of the additional themes included efficiency, flexibility, harmony, speed, quality, loyalty, empathy, and planning.
The AVP contains 80 phrases divided into twenty sets of four. Subjects are asked to rank order phrases as descriptive of the real and desired culture of the organization (Perceptions of "real" as opposed to "ideal" values are the focus in this research because there was more variance in real culture than ideal values.). This procedure is reminiscent of Kilman's Culture Gap and Rokeach's personal value instruments except for their use of two phrases per set rather than four in the present instrument (Kilman and Saxon, 1983; Rokeach, 1973) . Cluster analysis of the 80 phrases, generated 8 intuitive groupings which are named: Hurry, Good Work, Loyalty, Dominance, Politics, Status, Leadership, and Organization. Although I preferred cluster analysis for data reduction because it is more forgiving of nonmetric data and because of the large number of phrases (Nunnaly, 1978) , factor analyses of subsets of these phrases generated very similar solutions. The cluster groupings provided the basis for scales, which were constructed by summing rankings from each cluster.
reed Elliot Nelson
Means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations for the 111 respondents from the four hospitals surveyed appear in Table 2 . Interitem reliabilities on these scales were acceptable, especially considering that the mean intercorrelation of summed rankings cannot be positive (Kerlinger, 1986) . Test retest reliabilities were computed on two administrations to 60 MBA students taken one month apart. These also were acceptable (mean intercorrelation: .596). Table 6 reproduces the structural equivalence (i.e. Concor) density tables from Table 4 alongside the mean perceptions of culture for each block of each hospital. Useable culture instruments were obtained from 81, 70, 59, and 40% of the population of interest for hospitals A and B, C, and D respectively. It should be kept in mind, therefore, that inferential statistics have less meaning for the first two hospitals, where only 19 and 30 percent of the population values are unknown. Statistical significance has somewhat greater importance for the last two (C and D) and of course for interorganizational comparisons. Variance accounted for is of greater conceptual interest in the analysis below.
Culture results
The most obvious and theoretically important analyses are comparisons of partitions of the data set first by hospital, and then by hierarchy and network grouping within hospitals. Multiple discriminant analyses of both desired (ideal) and perceptions of real culture yielded no significant differences between hospitals and resulted in a maximum variance explained of only 27%. Within all of the hospitals studied, on the other hand, differences between network groupings were greater than between organizations (variance accounted for ranged from 55% for hospital C to 91% for hospital D) and three of four hospitals displayed significant differences in perception by network grouping while only one did for the hierarchical grouping. (Hospital C, the older hospital with the mixed network groupings showed no significant differences by network or hierarchical permutation.) Variance explained by structurally equivalent position was also greater than that explained by hierarchical position in all but Hospital A, where values were very close:
Regressions of cultural perceptions on hierarchical and structurally equivalent partitions It would be difficult to overemphasize the conceptual importance of these results. Hospitals which are physically removed from each other, under different ownership, with different management and histories, vary less from each other culturally than do network groupings within hospitals. And network groupings are by and large much more influential in determining perceptions of culture than are one's position in the managerial hierarchy.
Discussion
Space will not permit presentation of further analyses, including comparison of real and ideal cultures, partitions of cultural data by hierarchy, and networks of weak ties. However, none of these analyses substantially alter the implications suggested by the data analyses presented above.
There seems to be little doubt that the most frequent contacts maintained in the four organizations studied followed patterns different from those predicted by principles of formal hierarchy. Hierarchical permutations of frequent verbal ties varied considerably from one hospital to the next and none closely matched a hierarchical pattern. At very least this suggests that the impacts of hierarchy on social processes can be quite different even among organizations of similar size in the same industry and geographic region. Thus critics and apologists alike may be unjustified in attempting broad generalizations about the dynamics of hierarchy until more is known about the differential impacts it can have. (See a similar argument about bureaucracy by Adler and Borgs, 1996) .
While hierarchy did not constitute a uniform organizing principle in the hospitals studied, center periphery did. Very similar center periphery patterns surfaced in mechanical partitions of network data for all four hospitals, and network groupings shared important commonalities across organizations. Structurally equivalent groups in all organizations contained a common functional identity, but exhibited considerable individuality as described above. In one hospital (D), the central and peripheral block consisted primarily of personnel that composed isolate blocks in the other hospitals -essentially an inversion of roles. In another hospital (C) the administrator was found in an isolate block with minimal ties to other groups. There was also considerable variability in the degree to which nursing positions were confined to specific blocks and in the centrality enjoyed by blocks containing nurses.
The juxtaposition of network and cultural data validates the significance of centerperiphery in organizations and provides clues to its dynamics. It also, as DiMaggio (1992) and Martin, (2002) suggest, has implications for the study of organizational culture per se. There is a substantial association between center periphery structure and perceptions of organizational culture in all four hospitals studied, suggesting that the center periphery pattern is indeed socially meaningful. Moreover, the central blocks distinguish themselves in the degree to which they exhibit extreme high or low values, indicating that central groups set themselves apart from the rest of the organization in their perceptual vantage point. That center-periphery partitions of cultural data yield equal or greater associations than reed Elliot Nelson hierarchical permutations is perhaps the strongest indication of the importance of center periphery in the hospitals studied.
Implications for the Study of organizational Cultures
Much work on organizational culture has developed typologies supposed to describe cultures across broad varieties of organizations (Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Jones, 1989; Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 2002; Kets de Vries and Miller, 1989; Mitroff and Kilmann, 1975; Ouchi, 1981; Ouchi and Jaeger, 1978; Sethia and Von Glinow, 1985; Cooke and Rousseau, 1988) . Somewhat more recently scholars have posited common cultural dynamics induced by characteristics of a firm's industry or economic sector (Abrahamson and Frombrun, 1994; Gordon, 1991; Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller, 1989; Sorenson, 2002) .
As the study of culture in organizations has matured, however, the idiosyncrasies of individual cultures and the dissensual and subcultural aspects of organizations have also become more apparent (Martin, 2002; Robertson and Swan, 2004; Trice and Beyer, 1993) and the anthropological scholars that emphasize emic and "strain" perspectives (Geertz, 1973 , for instance) have received more attention. However, because of their emphasis on diversity, the emic and subcultural approaches have not lent themselves to the formulation of general statements or broader theory building. Their contributions, by and large have been confined to "local theory" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) building.
The findings yielded by the present research suggest ways that local and global approaches can be fruitfully combined. On the one hand there were no significant differences between perceptions of culture for the four hospitals studied, suggesting that despite considerable differences in institutional development, a common industry culture was present.
Against this common backdrop however, systematic, patterned variations appear -the perceived culture of one hospital's center was very much like the periphery of another, and the composition of one hospital's center was much like the periphery of the others. The extreme values in perceptions of culture for hospitals C and D were identical, and were perfectly inverted with the pattern of A's central group. Hospital B shared common network structure and similar block composition with A and C, but the subculture of its central group escaped the similarities and inversion found in the other three organizations.
These patterns are very much unlike the predictions of classic organizational theory from which much thought on organizational culture descends. Organization theory would generally predict that organizations of similar size and technology would contain similar dominant coalitions and patterns of interaction if not similar ideologies (see Hydebrand, 1973 , for instance). What we see here, however, are similar ideological and relational templates applied in systematically disparate ways. The functional logic that would explain the central groups of hospitals A, B, and C, for instance, would have to be reversed to explain hospital D's center. In the same way, the values of central groups in A and C, which are similar in functional composition, are polar opposites. While this pattern is foreign to most organization theory, it is very much like the inversions of common elements observed in center peripheries (Levi Strauss, 1963; Tcherkezoff, 1987) .
Thus the organizations studied appear to respond to a common structural and cultural logic in different ways, probably as a function of idiosyncratic historical development and institutional context. Hospital C, with its charismatic origins and long and stable history (Wilkins and Ouchi, 1983) features somewhat attenuated oppositional dynamics and has network groupings that are functionally heterogeneous. With its short history and liberal management practices, Hospital B has developed a center with some unique technical elements and subcultures that escape the mold found in the other three. Probably in response to prolonged conflict, the functional grouping that corresponds to other hospitals' centers has become an isolate and the nursing block has taken over the central role of hospital D. Finally the military style leadership of Hospital A appears to have secured a homogenous and positive assessment of the culture from both central and peripheral groups, only to leave a small isolate group that is equally homogenous in its repudiation of central values.
The vision of culture that emerges when center periphery is the focus of attention is somewhere between the general theories borne of etic approaches and fine grained but idiosyncratic emic descriptions. The best metaphor I have found is Levi-Strauss' (1986) "bricoleur" -the French handyman-packrat who keeps a large collection of odds and ends on hand and intuitively knows how to assemble the varied elements of his inventory in creative ways that solve the diverse problems of the moment (Alveson, 2002; Baker and Nelson, 2005) . The bricoleur neither designs from scratch as would an engineer, nor does he merely order replacement parts from a catalogue as would a mechanic. So it would appear with organizational cultures and networks. Neither do they perfectly replicate a standard repertoire nor do they emerge ex nihilo. Instead, they seem to select from the inventory of ideas, roles, and relations offered by the proximate environment some combination of elements that fit together. The resulting product may not always be aesthetic (it usually is) nor humane, but it is usually discernible and always interesting. 
